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Chapter 341 
Theresa was slapped by the Lady Xiao and ran out, but before she ran out of the yard, she was stopped 
by Noah Xiao. 
 
Noah Xiao persuaded her to come back, but she couldn’t follow her life and death. She always felt that 
she had fallen into this field. The great responsibility lies with Mrs. Xiao. If it weren’t for her, how could 
she be so miserable? 
 
So, she was angry for a while, wishing to run away from home, the farther the better. 
 
But her father’s words still let her dispel the idea. 
 
Noah Xiao said earnestly: “Theresa, where are you going to run away from home? You don’t even have a 
job, and there is no place to live outside. You are a girl, so you can’t go out to rent a house and work at 
this time, right? Your grandma did something wrong, but what else can we do now besides sticking to 
your grandma? After all, she is the head of the Xiao family!” 
 
Theresa was silent for a moment, thinking about her father’s words repeatedly. 
 
If she leaves the Xiao family, she really has nowhere to go. She can’t wander the streets, right? After all, 
she is the second young lady of the Xiao family in the eyes of others. If she wanders on the street, 
wouldn’t she be laughed at? 
 
So she could only say aggrieved: “Dad, grandma is too domineering and authoritarian, or let’s move 
out.” 
 
Noah Xiao sighed and said, “Move out? Now, if you move out, there will be nothing left. Your grandma 
can live for a few years at most? When she passes away, this villa and some other assets of the Xiao 
family will belong to our family. , This is our house. If we move out and your second uncle and his family 
come back, what should we do? Then there will be nothing?” 
 
Theresa suddenly realized. 
 
Don’t look at Avella’s family now, the relationship with the Lady Xiao is stinky, but if his family moves 
out, they are likely to take advantage of it. 
 
Thinking of this, Theresa burst into tears aggrieved, and said: “But it’s not a way to keep going like this, I 
can’t stand her anymore.” 
 
Noah Xiao had no choice but to comfort her: “Don’t think about it so much. After all, there are guests at 
home. We can’t let the guests read the jokes. When the guests leave, Dad will give you a little money, 
and you will travel and relax.” 
 
Theresa nodded slightly, then agreed, saying: “Okay” 
 



When returning to the villa with her father, Mrs. Xiao had just sent Fredmen Xiao into the guest room 
herself and walked downstairs alone. 
 
Seeing Theresa’s return, she hurried forward and said apologetically: “Theresa, it was a bad grandma 
just now. Grandma made an impulse and apologize to you. I hope you can forgive your grandma!” 
 
The Old Mrs. Xiao also hoped that Theresa could get Fredmen Xiao, so when Theresa came back, the 
first thing she did was to take the initiative to apologize. 
 
Theresa didn’t expect that grandma would take the initiative to apologize. This is extremely rare for a 
tough grandma for a lifetime, so she felt a lot more comfortable. 
 
Old Mrs. Xiao took Theresa’s hand, went to sit down on the sofa, and said earnestly: “Theresa, our 
family is facing very big difficulties now, do you know this?” 
 
Theresa nodded: “Grandma, I know.” 
 
“You are now being divorced by the Wang family, and it has become a joke for Wrestvel. Although 
grandma doesn’t want to mention this, this is the truth. You should know it in your heart?” 
 
When it came to this, Theresa couldn’t help crying again. 
 
The whole Wrestvel knew that she was a woman who was divorced by the Wang family, so if she 
wanted to marry a wealthy family in her life, it would basically be impossible. 
 
At least, it’s impossible in Wrestvel. 
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Therefore, her own future immediately became extremely slim. 
 
Old Mrs. Xiao helped her wipe away the tears and said seriously: “Theresa, you used to be a little 
princess in our house. I spoiled you, your parents spoiled you, and your brother spoiled you, so You 
didn’t study well before, and you didn’t want to go to work after you graduated. This is all right, but now 
our family is not what it used to be. You must change. You must mature as soon as possible and share 
part of the responsibility for this family, which can only get worse and worse.” 
 
Theresa nodded repeatedly, and said guiltily: “Grandma, I’m sorry, I was too playful before, and I didn’t 
learn anything. I can’t help the family share the worries.” 
 
Old Mrs. Xiao squeezed her hand and said seriously: “Theresa, the past is over. You are the second 
granddaughter of grandma’s baby. How could grandma blame you and treat you badly?” 
 
Then, the Lady Xiao said earnestly: “Now, there is an excellent opportunity to achieve multiple benefits 
in one fell swoop. Not only will it solve the family crisis, it will also allow you to find a chance to get up 
again, and even make her become what you want. Do you want to catch it?” 
 
When Theresa heard this, she nodded and said excitedly: “Grandma, I will think!” 
 



When Noah Xiao and Jay heard this, they hurriedly surrounded them. 
 
Among them, Noah Xiao couldn’t hide his excitement and asked, “Mom, what is a good way?” 
 
The Old Mrs. Xiao said seriously: “It’s Fredmen, Fredmen Xiao who lives in the guest room upstairs!” 
 
“He?” Noah Xiao asked hurriedly, “he promised to help us?” 
 
“No.” The Old Mrs. Xiao shook her head and said, “He told us that he was not relatives or reasons, and 
he came only for his father’s last wish, and he has no obligation to help us.” 
 
Noah Xiao didn’t quite understand, and asked, “Then what do you mean?” 
 
Old Mrs. Xiao said: “I mean, let Theresa seize this opportunity of Fredmen Xiao! I can see that he is 
interested in Theresa!” 
 
Noah Xiao was shocked and blurted out: “Mom, are you asking Theresa to accompany Fredmen Xiao? 
He is older than her!” 
 
“So what?” Mrs. Xiao asked back: “Is there anything wrong with being older? Phil is not very young. 
After Theresa has been with him for so long, she had an abortion for him. What happened? He only hurt 
Theresa. What did he give to Theresa?” 
 
Noah Xiao said anxiously: “That’s normal male and female love, but Fredmen Xiao is already an Old 
Master!” 
 
Mrs. Xiao said solemnly: “What’s wrong with the Old Master? Old Master, rich and powerful, with 
connections and resources, don’t you need anything if you follow him?” 
 
Noah Xiao waved his hands vigorously: “No way, no way! I think Theresa and Phil are still acceptable, 
but if we let her and Fredmen Xiao, how can I be a father accept it?” 
 
“Can’t accept it?” The Old Mrs. Xiao snorted and asked in return: “Then you can accept being poor? If 
the Xiao Group goes bankrupt, what inheritance can you inherit from me? This old villa? Don’t forget, 
Xiao The group still owes the bank’s loan. When the time comes for bankruptcy, the court will take back 
the villa! I don’t care, and I will not survive the next few years. What about you? What will you do then? 
Just like Dave, go to live in the villa. Is it a broken tube building?!” 
 
Noah Xiao was speechless 
 
He doesn’t want to betray his daughter, but he doesn’t want to be poor either 
 
Just when he didn’t know what to do, Theresa, who had not spoken, suddenly said: “Grandma, if he can 
help the Xiao Group, then I am willing to accompany him! But I have one condition!” 
 
Old Mrs. Xiao asked excitedly: “What conditions?!” 
 



Theresa gritted her teeth and said: “I want to be the director of the Xiao Group! This is the position 
before Avella had!” 
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That night, after taking a shower, Theresa only put on a bath towel and knocked on the door of Fredmen 
Xiao’s room opposite. 
 
This night, she did not come out of Fredmen Xiao’s guest room again. 
 
The next morning, when the red-faced Fredmen Xiao walked downstairs with Theresa, Noah Xiao and 
his wife Horiyah’s faces were a little ugly, but more embarrassing. 
 
Fredmen Xiao also saw that the couple might not be satisfied with the relationship between him and 
Theresa, so he said almost without hesitation: “I have decided to invest 80 million in the Xiao family to 
help it rebuild the industry. To show my sincerity, I will pay 10 million to the Xiao Group’s account today, 
and the remaining 70 million will be paid within one month!” 
 
As soon as these words came out, the entire Xiao family suddenly became excited. 
 
Noah Xiao and his wife did not have any embarrassment or discomfort and immediately treated 
Fredmen Xiao respectfully as a guest. 
 
Old Mrs. Xiao was naturally too excited and immediately announced that after the 10 million arrived, 
the Xiao Group would re-operate, with Theresa as the director! 
 
For the Xiao family, they swept away all the previous haze at this moment, and they almost bought a 
pair of firecrackers and celebrated presumptuously. 
 
Fredmen Xiao took out his own expression while accepting the compliments from the Xiao family. 
 
He asked the company’s finance company to immediately fund the Xiao Group with 10 million so that 
the Xiao Group can temporarily get rid of the financial chain break. 
 
At the same time, personally transferred 5 million to Theresa as pocket money for her. 
 
Theresa went all out to serve him last night, and it really made him so satisfied. Fredmen Xiao, who was 
in his fifties, hadn’t experienced this stimulating passion for a long time. It was Theresa that made him 
feel young again. 
 
So, after one night, he loved Theresa very much and even thought of keeping her as a concubine for a 
long time. 
 
Therefore, after giving the money, he said to Mrs. Xiao and Mr. and Mrs. Noah at the dinner table: “Old 
Madam, Mr. Noah, younger brothers and sisters, I have a gratuitous request, and please agree to it!” 
 
The Lady Xiao was trembling with excitement a long time ago. At this time, she naturally said with joy: 
“Oh, Fredmen, they are all in the same family. Don’t say anything about two families. Just mention what 



you want. You are the elder of the Xiao family. Benefactor, your request, the Xiao family dare not follow 
your request!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao glanced at Theresa, and said: “I and Theresa are also in agreement. Although the age gap 
is a bit big, true love is always regardless of age limit. So I hope that you can agree to let Theresa be my 
lover. I will definitely help the Xiao family with all my strength, and at the same time will do my best to 
treat Theresa well!” 
 
Although Theresa was somewhat resistant to the Old Master Fredmen Xiao in her heart, she did not 
have any resistance to his money. After receiving five million and hearing this, she was naturally happy. 
As long as she held Fredmen Xiao’s thigh tightly, she would be able to do so in the future! 
 
And when the Old Mrs. Xiao heard this, she was very excited and agreed on the spot, saying: “Fredmen 
Xiao, since you and Theresa are in agreement, then the Lady Xiao, I naturally raised my hands in favor of 
you being together!” 
 
Although Noah Xiao was somewhat unacceptable, he was relieved when he thought that the Xiao family 
would board a big boat in the future, and said, “You can decide these things by yourself. We have no 
opinion.” 
 
Horiyah said with a little dissatisfaction: “Fredmen Xiao, I heard that you have a family. Our Theresa is 
not yet married. If things with you spread out, how can we behave in the future?” 
 
Fredmen Xiao said immediately: “Don’t worry, younger brothers and sisters, when the time is right in 
the future, and I will surely marry Theresa!” 
 
Upon hearing this, the whole family was very excited. 
 
Marry Theresa? 
 
Then, isn’t the Xiao family going to the listed group? ! 
 
This is really great! 
 
In order to show his sincerity, Fredmen Xiao said: “In fact, everyone does not know that I also have a lot 
of business in Nanguang Province. Moreover, I am the chairman of Nanguang Chamber of Commerce. In 
the future, I will definitely be able to help the Xiao family in many ways. It will definitely make the Xiao 
family a top family in Wrestvel!” 
 
As soon as this was said, the Xiao family cried with joy! 
 
Theresa held Fredmen Xiao’s waist and cried constantly in front of her grandparents and parents. 
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She felt that she finally had a chance to rise! 
 



Fredmen Xiao said at this time: “By the way, there will be a decoration industry summit in Wrestvel in 
two days. I also received an invitation. Then you will come with me. I will solemnly introduce the Xiao 
Group to everyone and announce my decision to invest in the Xiao Group!” 
 
Theresa asked numbly: “Fredmen, how can you introduce our relationship to others?” 
 
Fredmen Xiao smiled and said: “For the time being, I will give you a grievance. I will say that I am your 
uncle. When the time is right to turn back, I will be married to you after my divorce with Lianpo!” 
 
Theresa was overjoyed and whispered: “Fredmen, that’s really great. I want to stay together with you 
and grow old with you!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao touched her smooth hand and said emotionally: “Don’t worry, my dear, we will definitely 
stay together forever!” 
 
There was no rush to announce the resurgence of the Xiao family, so Marven didn’t know this variable. 
 
In the past few days, he is running between home and the hospital, taking care of the Old Master who is 
in the hospital. 
 
The old man is no longer a serious problem, just rest in the hospital for a few days and recover well. 
 
In the past few days, Marven naturally has to take on the responsibility of delivering meals. 
 
The news that Dave’s high paraplegia was cured has caused a sensation in the whole country after being 
heard from the hospital. 
 
Few people in the medical field dare to believe that such a medical miracle cannot happen in China. 
 
However, many people were relieved when they heard that this was the handwriting of the genius 
doctor Tianqi. 
 
The name of the genius doctor Tianqi is really impressive in China, especially in the medical field, almost 
everyone knows. 
 
This time, the high-level paraplegia was cured, and Tianqi’s reputation became even higher. He has 
become the first person in the field of traditional medicine in China. 
 
Countless reporters want to interview Tianqi, even foreign reporters want to interview him, and many 
top pharmaceutical companies want to find him to cooperate in the treatment of high-level paraplegia 
drugs, but Tianqi refused. 
 
He didn’t want to take advantage of Mr. Ye’s ability to grab the limelight. After all, these abilities to 
reach the sky are not his own, but Mr. Ye’s unique! 
 
In order to express his admiration and gratitude to Mr. Ye, Tianqi made a decision: stay in Wrestvel! 
 



He felt that only by staying in Wrestvel could he have a chance to repay Marven’s kindness. Therefore, 
he wanted to open a medical clinic in Wrestvel, and he wanted to be a doctor and take medicine in 
Wrestvel, and listen to Marven’s dispatch at any time. 
 
 
His granddaughter Zhovia, when she heard that her grandfather had decided to stay in Wrestvel, was 
speechless with excitement. 
 
It is said that girls are the most cherished of spring, and Zhovia is also the age of cherishing spring, and 
her heart is at the stage of full bloom. 
 
Moreover, no woman can resist the charm of a powerful man. 
 
Therefore, she had long been fascinated by Marven, closing her eyes every day, and what emerged was 
the handsome and indifferent face of Mr. Ye. 
 
Although she knew that Marven was already married, she, like several other girls, felt that Marven and 
Avella did not have such a deep relationship, and she still had a chance. 
 
Being able to stay in Wrestvel would give her a little more possibility. 
 
Marven delivered meals to the Old Master. On the way back, he received a call from Tianqi. He 
respectfully said on the phone: “Mr. Ye, I have rented a shop near Mrs. Ye’s company and opened It is a 
traditional medicine clinic, and I will stay in Wrestvel for a long time. If you have any assignments, please 
call me at any time, and I will be there on call!” 
 
Marven gave a hum, and said, “Okay, that’s great.” 
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Early that morning, Avella got up very early and put on makeup. 
 
After putting on makeup, her eyebrows were so beautiful that Marven was particularly moved. 
 
But he asked strangely: “My wife, you usually go to work without makeup. Why put on makeup today? 
Is there anything important?” 
 
On weekdays, Avella always has her face upright. That’s because her face is already beautiful when she 
is not covered with pink and Wang, so she rarely wears makeup. 
 
Avella replied earnestly: “Today is the summit of the Wrestvel decoration industry. Come with me. Our 
company has just opened. It is rare that the organizer will invite us. This is a good opportunity to emerge 
in the industry. We must perform well and strive to gain a foothold in the industry.” 
 
Marven asked a little surprised: “Who sponsored it? We just opened, why would the invite us?” 
 
Avella smiled and said: “It is hosted by the Emgrand Group. Miss Lori sent me an invitation letter.” 
 



“No wonder” Marven usually doesn’t care about the group’s affairs, so he didn’t know that Emgrand 
was actually the organizer of this summit. 
 
It is estimated that Lori deliberately organized such a summit because his wife’s company had just 
opened and wanted to help his wife’s company expand its popularity. 
 
To put it bluntly, it is to set up a stage for his wife to sing. 
 
After Avella put on her makeup, she found Marven a suit to put on before taking him out. 
 
When they arrived at the meeting place, it was already overcrowded. There were middle-aged men in 
suits and leather shoes and beautiful beauties with them. 
 
Marven didn’t have much contact with the decoration industry, so he didn’t have any acquaintances, 
but Avella had been in contact with this industry in the Xiao Group before, so when she came in, she 
met many acquaintances to say hello. 
 
Accompanying Avella to send out a circle of business cards, Marven suddenly found that the crowd 
seemed to be surrounded by a middle-aged man at once, and a large group of people surrounded them 
and praised them. 
 
Marven’s eyes were sharp, and he saw at a glance that the strange middle-aged man was carrying 
Theresa next to him! 
 
He couldn’t help but asked Avella curiously: “Wife, isn’t the Xiao Group bankrupt? What is Theresa 
doing?” 
 
Avella also took a few glances and shook her head: “I’m not very clear. I heard from my mother that the 
Xiao family has made another investment in the past few days, and some businesses are running 
normally.” 
 
Marven couldn’t help frowning. 
 
Invest in the Xiao family? Who is not so long-eyed? 
 
Not to mention their conflicts with the Xiao family, Warnia, Solmon Wang, and Qin Gang all know that, 
even if they don’t, they should have heard that the Xiao Group has been blocked by the Emgrand Group. 
At this time, investing in the Xiao family is not a brain disease. ? 
 
At this moment, two people were whispering to each other, one of them said: “Hey, that is Fredmen 
Xiao, the chairman of Future Company Group!” 
 
“He is Fredmen?!” Another person exclaimed, “It seems that the president of the Nanguang Chamber of 
Commerce is him?” 
 
“Yes, it’s him!” 
 
“How can a person from Orgeyon become the chairman of the Nanguang Chamber of Commerce?!” 



 
“Future Company Group also has a lot of business in Nanguang, and the main reason is that the Song 
family did not compete with them for the position of chairman. Otherwise, the chairman must belong to 
the Song family.” 
 
Marven couldn’t help frowning. 
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It turned out that the thigh held by Theresa Xiao was the chairman of the Orgeyon listed group! 
 
Moreover, the other party’s surname is Xiao, is he a relative? 
 
He couldn’t help asking Avella: “Wife, do you know the relationship between the Xiao family and this 
Fredmen Xiao? Is he a distant relative?” 
 
“do not know.” 
 
“Strange…” Marven murmured: “Normally, the chairman of a listed group with a market value of 10 
billion can not be mixed with low-end coffee like the Xiao family, let alone Theresa. Showing face, is 
there any adultery in it?” 
 
Avella hurriedly said: “Don’t talk nonsense, that man looks older than my uncle, how could there be any 
adultery…” 
 
At this time, Theresa, surrounded by the crowd, finally felt that kind of feeling that has attracted much 
attention! 
 
Fredmen Xiao next to her is not only the chairman of the listed group but also the chairman of the 
Nanguang Chamber of Commerce. All the businessmen present naturally cheered on him and continued 
to flatter him! 
 
When Fredmen Xiao introduced Theresa to them, he used the titles of his niece and future heir to the 
Xiao family, and he also took the initiative to say that he had invested in the Xiao Group, and all of a 
sudden, these people would treat her respectfully! 
 
Even, many people who were too lazy to take care of the Xiao family before, in order to curry favor with 
Fredmen Xiao, even offered to cooperate deeply with the Xiao family! With a humble face, he handed 
Theresa’s business cards and exchanged phone numbers. 
 
At this moment, Theresa felt the treatment that the upper-class society and the powerful, and she was 
naturally excited. 
 
Prior to this, the Xiao family was in the construction and decoration industry, and everyone hated it, but 
after embracing Fredmen Xiao’s thigh, it immediately became the object of the construction and 
decoration industry who wanted to make cooperation. 
 
Shopping malls are really Vanity Fair, so snobbish and realistic! 
 



She couldn’t help thinking of Avella in her heart. Don’t you Avella think you are great? Didn’t you laugh 
at me for being divorced by the Wang family? Now I am not only close to Fredmen Xiao, who is more 
capable, but also the director of the Xiao Group! Even grandma treats me respectfully, What are you 
compare to me! 
 
Thinking of this, she immediately thought that Avella, now that she started her own business and set up 
a studio, should also participate in this kind of industry summit, right? She wonders if she is here yet? ! 
 
So she immediately stood on tiptoe and looked out of the crowd, trying to find Avella’s figure. 
 
really! An extremely beautiful figure jumped into her eyes! 
 
It is Avella! 
 
And next to Avella was Marven’s d*mn rubbish and stinky silk presence! 
 
Theresa gritted her teeth bitterly at this moment. 
 
Avella, today I am going to take back all the humiliation you gave me before, included with all the 
benefits! 
 
Thinking of this, she immediately took a handful of Fredmen Xiao by her side and said, “My cousin and 
her Rubbish husband are also here, let’s go and say hello to them!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao nodded and said dozingly: “Theresa, the two of them insulted you so much before, today I 
will make them pay for that with double the price!” 
 
Theresa was so moved, she blurted out: “Fredmen, you are so kind to me…” 
 
Fredmen Xiao smiled slightly: “I treat you well, isn’t this a matter of course?” 
 
After speaking, he sneered and said, “Where is your cousin and that stinky rag? Take me to meet them. I 
will teach them how to behave today. By the way, let the entire Nanguang Chamber of Commerce block 
them. The woman who bullied Fredmen Xiao’s girl, I think she is living impatiently!” 
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Thinking of finally having a chance to avenge Avella and Marven, Theresa held Fredmen Xiao with 
excitement and walked towards them. 
 
As soon as the person came to the front, Theresa said proudly: “Oh, who is here! It turned out to be a 
woman who was evicted from the house, and a son-in-law who came to the house, you are even 
qualified to participate in such a summit?” 
 
After that, she looked at Avella up and down again, and snorted coldly: “Avella, your studio has just 
opened, and now you don’t even have a single employee? Is this kind of silk hanging company eligible to 
participate in industry summits? I think the Emgrand Group is really blind!” 
 



Seeing that Theresa had come here, Marven asked in a cold voice, “Theresa, the other day you knelt on 
your knees and begged for mercy and was slapped by your grandma, did you forget it? I think your scars 
are all right. Forget the pain! “ 
 
When Theresa heard Marven say the angriest point in her heart, she immediately furious, and shouted: 
“Marven, how rarely do you pretend to be here with me! Do you think I am the same Theresa before? I 
tell you, today if you are with me to speak, you have to kneel and speak!” 
 
Marven said disdainfully: “Under the world, the person who can make me kneel down hasn’t been born 
yet! Even if the king of heaven comes, I don’t want to kneel, are you living enough?” 
 
Theresa yelled contemptuously: “Marven, do you think it’s great for you to fool a few big people? Can 
you trample our Xiao family under your feet? I tell you! The Xiao family is not what it used to be!” 
 
Marven smiled and asked, “What? Did you hold your thighs?” 
 
Theresa pointed to Fredmen Xiao, and the villain said with a great ambition: “This is the chairman of the 
Future Company Group, Fredmen Xiao, Fredmen Xiao! He is a member of our Xiao family! Now he is also 
an investor in our Xiao Group! He will support us, you are a waste, dare to be arrogant here? Believe it 
or not, Avella’s studio will be completely blocked! At the same time, let you have no place to stand in 
Wrestvel?!” 
 
After that, she looked at Avella viciously again, and shouted coldly: “Avella, don’t you think you are 
awesome? Don’t you think that the Emgrand Group can help you block the Xiao Group?” 
 
“I’m telling you, starting today, Fate has taken turns! With Chairman Xiao here, the Xiao Group will not 
be blocked, but will fly into the sky!!” 
 
“And you! Avella! You will be completely banned in Wrestvel! You will have nothing! At that time, I must 
ask you to kneel in front of my grandma and me and kowtow for mercy!!!” 
 
Faced with a series of arrogant performances by Theresa, Avella said indifferently: “Don’t worry, 
although I am a person who has no abilities, but I am stronger than you, you will kneel down and beg me 
for money, but I will not kneel down and beg you!” 
 
Theresa did not expect that when she threatened Avella herself, she was not afraid at all! 
 
Avella’s tough attitude made her even more angry! 
 
She scolded angrily: “Avella, you are still arrogant when you die! Okay! Wait to see how Chairman Xiao 
let your family fall into the street!” 
 
Marven looked at Fredmen Xiao next to Theresa, and asked with a smile: “Listen to what this means, 
you want to be the first for the Xiao family?” 
 
At this time, Fredmen Xiao stared at Avella with straight eyes. 
 



Theresa was originally a great beauty, but he didn’t expect that Avella would be much more beautiful 
than Theresa. For a while, he was so emotional, he was a little temporarily absent. 
 
Moreover, he was also a little unhappy at this moment. 
 
For Theresa, who is far less attractive than Avella, he has already spent 15 million! 
 
Among them, 10 million was invested in the Xiao Group and 5 million given for Theresa’s spending. 
 
But he didn’t expect that Marven, a waste-to-door son-in-law, would have such a blessing to be together 
with a woman like Avella, it is simply more than annoying! 
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So he also looked at Marven up and down, sneered, and said, “You’re the son-in-law that Rubbish live-
in?” 
 
Marven said indifferently: “It’s me, what can you advise?” 
 
Fredmen Xiao said coldly: “I heard that you have insulted Theresa before, and I will slowly settle these 
accounts with you for Theresa!” 
 
Marven nodded and said disdainfully: “It’s better to hit the sun if you choose a day. If you want to count 
it, just do it now. 
 
Fredmen Xiao thought that revealing his identity and saying a few ruthless words would be enough to 
make Marven kneel and beg for mercy, but he did not expect that a mere Rubbish would dare to talk to 
him like this! he was humiliated for a while, so he gritted his teeth and said, “Boy, you seem to be very 
arrogant? Do you know who I am, Fredmen Xiao?” 
 
Marven smirked and said, “You don’t deserve to let me know a Rubbish like you.” 
 
Fredmen Xiao was furious and said, “Although I am not from Wrestvel, Fredmen Xiao, with my strength, 
is the dragon crossing the river in Wrestvel! You are the first to talk to me like this!” 
 
Marven put away his cynical smile, staring at Fredmen Xiao with frosty eyes, and said word by word: “In 
Wrestvel, you have to lie down for me if you are a tiger! If you are a dragon, you have to hold it for me! 
Because of the whole Wrestvel, only I, Marven, is a real dragon!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao was taken aback by Marven’s sharp eyes, but immediately recovered and forced himself 
to calm down a bit. Then he sneered, “Theresa is right, you are really stinky silk! Just relying on you, 
really a dragon? You really laughed off Mr.’s big teeth. In my eyes, you are not as good as a bug!” 
 
After finishing speaking, he deliberately looked at Avella and said with a wretched smile: “Miss Avella, I 
have long heard of you being beautiful and moving. When I saw you today, you really deserved it. You 
will never have such a rag in your life. Future prospects, it is better to follow me, I will not treat you 
badly!” 
 



Then, he pointed to Theresa and said to Avella: “Theresa followed me, and I gave her 5 million pocket 
money. If you follow me, I will give you 10 million!” 
 
Avella angrily said, “You are shameless!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao laughed and said, “Although I’m a little shameless, the kung fu in bed is still very strong. 
You are sure that you will fall in love with me completely after you try it once!” 
 
Marven couldn’t bear it at this time, and suddenly punched him in the face without mercy! 
 
boom! 
 
Fredmen Xiao’s entire face collapsed instantly by this punch! 
 
His nose is shattered and broken! The four front teeth were also interrupted by a punch! 
 
All of a sudden, the attention of the entire venue was focused here. 
 
No one thought that someone would dare to beat Fredmen Xiao! 
 
This person is not only the chairman of the Future Company Group but also the chairman of the 
Nanguang Chamber of Commerce. He has an extremely high status and extraordinary strength. Who 
would dare to beat him? Is it because life is not long enough? ! 
 
At this moment, Fredmen Xiao slumped on the ground with blood on his face, pointing at Marven and 
shouting in pain and anger: “Smelly pauper, how dare you hit me?! I want to kill you!” 
 
Marven said coldly: “Not only will I beat you, but I will also abolish you!” 
 
After speaking, Marven stepped his foot in front of his crotch and sneered: “Chairman Xiao, don’t you 
like playing with women? From now on, you can completely say goodbye to women!” 
 
Chapter 349 
Fredmen Xiao thought that Marven was going to trample on his roots, and his face was pale and 
frightened! 
 
Even though he still feels that Marven is a stinky cock who can kill himself by hooking, but right now, if 
Marven really stepped on it, he would be completely useless! 
 
Turning his head, even if he cuts Marven a thousand knives, what’s the use? The roots will still become a 
puddle of mud! 
 
As a man, especially a man who is rich and does not lack women, he must not lose his roots anyway! 
How is this different from taking your own life? ! 
 
So he hurriedly begged for mercy: “Brother Ye! Brother Ye! If you have something to say, you can say 
it!” 
 



Marven hung his toes and asked with a smile: “Why? Afraid?” 
 
With a cold sweat on his face, Fredmen Xiao nodded and said, “I was wrong! I was really wrong! Please, 
your lord, ignore the villain’s faults, and spare me this time!” 
 
What Fredmen Xiao thinks is that a big man can bend and stretch, first admit that he can keep his roots, 
and then find someone to come and kill Marven directly in return for today’s deep hatred. 
 
Marven doesn’t know what he’s thinking. At this time, he is just like a cat playing with a mouse. He 
smiled and said, “Okay, since you beg me to forgive you, then call me Dad to listen. .” 
 
The people at the scene were scared and stupid! 
 
Is this guy too cruel? ! 
 
Let Chairman Fredmen Xiaoxiao call him a young father? ! 
 
Is he tired of living? What is he? ! 
 
Fredmen Xiao’s face was also a little uncontrollable at this time. 
 
With so many people watching, let him be called father? His age is more than enough to be his father! 
 
If he really called his father today, wouldn’t it be laughed at by thousands of people? ! 
 
However, right now his life root is controlled by Marven, no matter how big the background is, it is far 
from being able to quench his thirst. 
 
Just when he didn’t know what choice to make, Marven smiled and said, “Oh, I didn’t expect Chairman 
Xiao to be so kind, okay! In this case, then I will fulfill you! In my heart and your life roots Say goodbye!” 
 
After all, lift his foot and step on it! 
 
Fredmen Xiao’s frightened soul dissipated, and he wetted his crotch, and a large puddle of yellow liquid 
leaked under his butt. He cried and said, “Dad! I’m wrong, father! Please spare the roots under your 
feet!” 
 
After saying this, Fredmen Xiao wept bitterly. 
 
What a mistake! Why didn’t he bring the bodyguard in? 
 
If the bodyguards followed up, how could he be so humiliated by Marven! He vomited blood early and 
let him call himself father! 
 
At this moment, deep in his heart, he already wanted to take Marven off! 
 
And his dad immediately caused countless people’s exclamation at the venue! 
 



The chairman of the Future Company Group, was beaten by a young man and peed his pants. He still 
called him father? This is simply too shocking! 
 
Seeing this, Theresa shouted at Marven angrily: “Marven! Even Fredmen Xiao, dare to move, this time 
you are over! You are dead!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao also felt ashamed and indignant. He looked at Marven and asked, “Are you satisfied now? 
Can you let me go?” 
 
Marven nodded and said with a smile: “Okay! Since Fredmen Xiao can bend and stretch and call me 
father obediently, then, of course, I have to fulfill my promise and will never step on your roots!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao finally breathed a sigh of relief. 
 
But in the next second, Marven sneered and said, “But well, your roots will definitely be useless in the 
future. I think, instead of letting you stare at a mound of rotten meat every day in the future, it is better 
to let you stare. An intact but unusable root of grief is more interesting!” 
 
Chapter 350 
Fredmen Xiao didn’t understand, and subconsciously asked, “What do you mean!” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “It’s okay, I won’t step on your roots, but I will abolish it!” 
 
After speaking, Marven tapped his toes gently on his lower abdomen, and a breath of real energy flowed 
out along the toes. 
 
Since having the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures, he has grasped the desire to control true qi. This 
trace of true qi has directly cut off Fredmen Xiao’s nerves, making it impossible for him to exert any 
male power. 
 
However, Fredmen Xiao didn’t know what Marven meant when he gently tapped on himself. 
 
He also couldn’t notice at this time that he had lost the ability of a man. In the future, he could only look 
at an undamaged root, and then beat his chest against the unusable thing. 
 
Right now, he was just extremely angry and terrified, eager to flee here, and then brought in the 
bodyguards outside, directly beat Marven half to death, and then crushed his roots! 
 
Thinking of this, he gritted his teeth and asked: “Can I go?” 
 
Marven asked back: “Who are you asking?” 
 
Fredmen Xiao said angrily: “Of course I am asking you!” 
 
Marven asked again: “Then who am I?” 
 
Fredmen Xiao’s face suddenly became extremely ugly. He was a smart man. He knew what Marven 
meant. He wanted to call him father again! 



 
d*mn, this humiliation, I can’t bear it! 
 
So he said angrily: “Marven! Don’t go too far! Just now you said that as long as I call you Dad, you will 
spare me. Why are you turning back?” 
 
Marven smiled and said: “Because I am shameless” 
 
After speaking, Marven stared at him and said coldly: “If you don’t bark now, then I might have stepped 
on it accidentally. In that case, don’t blame me!” 
 
Fredmen Xiao was completely scared, gritted his teeth, and said, “Okay! My name is!” 
 
In his opinion, since he has already yelled once, his face has been lost, and it doesn’t matter if he yells 
again. The key is how to let Marven temporarily let him go and give himself a chance to go out and call 
someone! 
 
So he pleaded again: “Dad, please let me go.” 
 
Marven nodded in satisfaction: “My dear son is so good, okay, dad forgives you this time, get out of 
here!” 
 
Upon hearing this, Fredmen Xiao hurriedly rushed out of the distance and ran out with Theresa. 
 
Fredmen Xiao’s urine dragged a long way on the smooth floor because he had urinated his pants before, 
looking very disgusting. 
 
When everyone saw his embarrassed appearance, they couldn’t help but laugh. Fredmen Xiao heard 
these ridicules and felt like he was repeatedly delayed by a knife. He fell a dog and gnawed sh!t. 
 
There was a burst of laughter at the scene, and Theresa hurriedly tried her best to pull Fredmen Xiao up, 
and the two of them ran out in a hurry. 
 
Avella said with some worry at this time: “Marven, this Fredmen Xiao is very powerful. If you provoke 
him so much, what will he do if he retaliates against you in the future?” 
 
Marven smiled slightly and said, “Wife, didn’t I just say it? He is lying for me by the tiger, and the dragon 
is holding it for me. There is no chance for him to be arrogant in this one-third of Wrestvel!” 
 
Avella said with concern: “I know you have some friendship with some local big people, but that is not 
stable after all! What if they don’t help you, what do you do?” 
 
Marven patted her shoulder gently and said, “My wife, you can doubt the world, but you must not 
doubt your husband!” 
 
Avella was suddenly startled when she saw his confident face. 
 



She found that she actually saw the domineering arrogance of the world from the face of this Rubbish 
husband. 
 


